
Channel Highway Kingston to Margate Planning Study
Since mid-April 2019 we’ve heard from more than 300 of you about your experiences 
on the Channel Highway between Kingston and Margate, including the Howden Road 
intersection.

How you had your say...

comments received  45 647 survey responses

Top 5 comments

A separated bridge for 
pedestrians and cyclists is 
desperately required over 

NW Bay River here. There is 
no room to go on the bridge 

if you are cycling/walking 
and a car passes. A separated 
bridge would allow locals and 

visitors to also safely visit 
Brookfield, the Margate Train 

and North West Bay River.

Investing in continuing the 
Snug to Margate shared path 
to Kingston would allow a safe 
off-road safe cycling route for 
commuters, families, school 
children etc. - especially with 

the rise of e-bikes it would 
encourage more people to 

cycle to the Kingston CBD or 
to a park and ride facility.

Would be excellent to 
continue the snug to margate 

path on to kingston. Might 
encourage more people to 
commute to kingston via 

bike or walking to minimise 
congestion at peak hours.

Entire section of road is 
extremely dangerous for 
cycling. Heavy high-speed 

two-way traffic, narrow lanes, 
narrow shoulder and wire rope 
barriers (in parts) leave little 
room for error. I would not 

recommend anyone use this 
entire section of road on a 

bicycle due to its poor design.

Margate traffic (coming from 
Kingston heading towards 

Margate) should not be 
going through this round 

about. It is crazy this was not 
rectified when the bypass was 

constructed.
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Planning Study starts

Issues identification
You told us about your experiences

Options identification

Options assessment

Proposed options
We’d like to hear what you think about the options 
we’re proposing

Corridor Improvement Plan finalised

Next steps...
We have identified a range of improvement opportunities 
after considering the feedback received from key 
stakeholders, residents, road users, community groups, and 
public transport providers.

The concepts have been categorised into traffic safety, 
traffic flow, and access improvements.  The improvement 
opportunities are subject to future funding and will help to 
guide investment over the next 20 years.  We expect the final 
Corridor Improvement Plan to be finalised by early 2020.
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